
Rapid deployment
and installation of solar powered 
CCTV security 

Background
SIS Pitches design, manufacture, construct, install and maintain 
sportsfield pitches across the UK and beyond. Their natural turf 
pitches have staged some of the biggest sporting events in the 
world. Projects are typically large scale, requiring heavy plant 
and other pieces of essential equipment that is left on-site for the 
duration of the project.

Working to tight deadlines is an intrinsic part of the projects SIS 
works on for its customers, so delays that would be caused by 
plant and machinery theft, together with the associated costs and 
challenges of replacing such equipment, simply cannot be tolerated. 
Insurance providers for SIS recommended engaging a specialist 
commercial CCTV & security provider to mitigate future risks.

Solution
A serious challenge to overcome was having no mains power or 
access to the internet for the initial eight weeks of a new project. 
Therefore implementing any type of permanent, electronic security 
would prove difficult.

Clearway commissioned the rapid deployment and installation 
of multiple inView CCTV solar powered towers to overcome the 
lack of mains power on-site. The towers came equipped with high 
capacity, rechargeable, sealed batteries to run the near-360 degree 
camera mounted atop the 6m mast indefinitely. At this height, and 
combined with additional towers, full visual coverage of the site was 
possible.

In order to provide both SIS and their customer real-time updates 
on the progress of this project, we also installed a time-lapse 
camera system. The site also benefitted from the remote monitoring 
provided by our NSI Gold II Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC) for 24/7 
protection.

Outcome
Installation of the inView CCTV Towers proved to be a highly 
visible deterrent, with no further incidents of plant and 
machinery theft being reported. As the site developed and its 
needs evolved, the towers were repositioned around the site to 
accommodate the changes.

Key to the success of our solution was for the towers to require 
no external power source or internet connection, yet still 
functioned 24/7 and provided full remote viewing access for 
both SIS and their client.

Key Services
 inView CCTV tower 
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 Time lapse footage
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